Psychological measurement and measurement theory are fundamental tools that make progress in psychological research possible. Estimating relationships between constructs and testing hypotheses are essential to the advancement of psychological theories. However, research cannot estimate relationships between constructs directly. Constructs are measured, and it is relationships between scores on the construct measures that are directly estimated. The process of measurement always contains error that biases estimates of relationships between constructs (there is no such thing as a perfectly reliable measure). Because of measurement error, the relationships between specific measures (observed relationships) underestimate the relationships between the constructs (true score relationships). To estimate true score relationships-the relationships of substantive interest-the observed relationships are often adjusted for the effect of measurement error; for these true score relationship estimates to be accurate the adjustments need to be precise.
An important class of measurement errors that is often ignored when estimating reliability of measures is transient error (Becker, 2000; Thorndike, 1951) . If transient errors indeed exist, ignoring them in the estimation of the reliability of a specific measure leads to overestimates of reliability. Perhaps the most important consequence of overestimating reliability is the underestimation of the relationships between psychological constructs due to undercorrecting for the bias due to measurement error. This may lead to undesirable consequences potentially hindering scientific progress (Schmidt, 1999; Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) . Transient errors are defined as longitudinal variations in responses to measures that are produced by random variations in respondents' psychological states across time. Thus transient errors are randomly distributed across time (occasions). Consequently, the score variance produced by these random variations is not relevant to the construct that is measured and should be partialed out when estimating true score relationships.
Measurement experts have long been aware of tran-sient error. Thorndike (1951) , for example, defined transient measurement error over 50 years ago and called for empirical research to calibrate its magnitude. However, to our knowledge, Becker (2000) provided the first empirical examination of the effects of transient error on the reliability of measures of psychological constructs. His study showed that the effect of transient error, while being negligible in some measures (0.02% of total score variance for a measure of verbal aggression), can be substantial in others (10.01% of total score variance for a measure of hostility). Measurement error variance of such magnitude can substantially attenuate observed relationships between constructs and lead to erroneous conclusions in substantive research unless it is appropriately corrected for. Becker's findings indicate the desirability of more extensive examination of the effects of transient error in measures of psychological constructs. The research presented here investigates the implications of transient error in the measurement of important individual differences variables. In an attempt to cover a significant part of the individual differences area, we examined measures of important constructs from (a) the cognitive domain (cognitive ability), (b) the broad personality domain (the Big Five factors of personality, generalized self-efficacy, and selfesteem), and (c) the domain of affective traits (positive affectivity [PA] ; negative affectivity [NA] ). Becker's (2000) study focused on the four subscales of the Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire (Buss & Perry, 1992) . In this study, we examine 10 constructs more central to research in differential psychology.
To clarify the impact of transient error processes, we first review classical measurement methods used to correct for biases introduced by measurement error when estimating relationships between constructs and develop a method to improve the accuracy of this correction process. We then apply this method to study the impact of transient errors on the measurement of individual differences constructs from the categories noted above, which is the substantive purpose of this study.
In classical measurement theory, the fundamental formula for the observed correlation in the population between two measures (x and y) is xy ‫ס‬ x t y t ( xx yy ) 1/2 ,
where xy is the observed correlation, x t y t is the correlation between the true scores of (constructs underlying) measures x and y, and xx and yy are the reliabilities of x and y, respectively. This is called the attenuation formula because it shows how measurement error in the x and y measures reduces the observed correlation ( xy ) below the true score correlation ( x t y t ). Solving this equation for x t y t yields the disattenuation formula:
With an infinite sample size (i.e., in the population), this formula is perfectly accurate (so long as the appropriate type of reliability estimates is used). In the smaller samples used in research, there are sampling errors in the estimates of xy , xx , and yy , and therefore there is also sampling error in the estimate of x t y t . Because of this, a circumflex is used in Equation 3 below to indicate that xtyt is estimated. For the same reason, r xy , r xx , and r yy are used instead of xy , xx , and yy , respectively. The disattenuation formula therefore can be rewritten as follows:
x t y t ‫ס‬ r xy /(r xx r yy ) 1/2 .
Thus, xtyt is the estimated correlation between the construct underlying the measure x and the construct underlying the measure y; this estimate approximates the population value ( x t y t ) when the sample size is reasonably large. As Equation 3 shows, for the estimation of the true score correlation between constructs measured by x and y ( x t y t in Equation 3) to be unbiased, the estimates of the reliabilities of measures x and y need to be accurate. To accurately estimate reliabilities of construct measures, one must understand and account for the processes that produce measurement error.
Three major error processes are relevant to all psychological measurement: random response error, transient error, and specific factor error. (A fourth error process, disagreement between raters, is relevant only to measurement that uses multiple raters of the constructs that are measured.) Depending on which sources of error variance are taken into account when computing reliability estimates, the magnitude of the reliability estimates can vary substantially, which can lead to erroneous interpretations of observed relationships between psychological constructs (Schmidt, 1999; Schmidt & Hunter, 1999; Thorndike, 1951) . Schmidt and Hunter (1999) observed that measurement error is typically not defined substantively in psychological research. These authors asserted that unless the psychological processes that produce measurement error are described, "one is left with the impression that measurement error springs from hidden and unknown sources and its nature is mysteri-ous" (Schmidt & Hunter, 1999, p. 192) . Thus, following Schmidt and Hunter, we first describe the substantive nature of the three main types of error variance sources. Next we examine the bias (in estimating the reliability of measures) associated with selective consideration of these sources. Finally, we propose a method of computing reliability estimates that takes into consideration all main sources of measurement error, and we present an empirical study of the effect of the different types of error variance sources on measures of important individual differences constructs.
It has long been known that many sources of variance influence the observed variance of measures in addition to the constructs they are meant to measure (Cronbach, 1947; Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, & Rajaratnam, 1972; Thorndike, 1951) . Variance due to these sources is measurement error variance, and its biasing effects must be removed in the process of estimating the true relationships between constructs. Although the multifaceted nature of measurement error has occasionally been examined in classical measurement theory (e.g., Cronbach, 1947) , it is the central focus of generalizability theory (Cronbach et al., 1972) . Although there is potentially a large number of measurement error sources (termed facets in generalizability theory; Cronbach et al., 1972) , only a few sources significantly contribute to the observed variance of self-report measures (Le & Schmidt, 2001 ). These sources are random response error, transient error, and specific factor error.
Random Response Error
Random response error is caused by momentary variations in attention, mental efficiency, distractions, and so forth within a given occasion. It is specific to a moment when subjects respond to an item of a measure. As such, a subject may, for example, provide different answers to the same item if it appears in two places in a questionnaire. These variations can be thought of as noise in the human central nervous system (Schmidt & Hunter, 1999 , Thorndike, 1951 . Random response error is reduced by summing item scores. Thus, other things equal, the larger the number of items in a specific scale, the greater the extent to which random response error is reduced.
Transient Error
Whereas random response error occurs across items (i.e., discrete time moments) within the same occasion, transient error occurs across occasions. Transient errors are produced by longitudinal variations in respondents' mood, feelings, or in the efficiency of the information processing mechanisms used to answer questionnaires (Becker, 2000; Cronbach, 1947 , DeShon, 1998 Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) . Thus, those occasion-characteristic variations influence the responses to all items that are answered on that specific occasion. For example, respondents' affective state (mood) will influence their responses to various satisfaction questionnaires, in that respondents in a more pleasurable affective state on that occasion will be more likely to rate their satisfaction with various aspects of their lives or jobs higher. If those responses are used to examine cross-sectional relationships between satisfaction constructs and other constructs, the variations in the satisfaction scores across occasions should be treated as measurement error (i.e., transient errors). Under the conceptualization of generalizability theory (Cronbach et al., 1972) , transient error is the interaction between persons (measurement objects) and occasions.
Transient error can be defined only when the construct to be measured is assumed to be substantively stable across the time period over which transient error is assessed. Individual differences constructs such as intelligence or various personality traits can safely be assumed to be substantively stable across at least short periods of time, their score variation across occasions being caused by transient error. For constructs that exhibit systematic variations even across short time periods, such as mood, changes in the magnitude of the measurement cannot be considered the result of transient errors because those changes have substantive (theoretically significant) causes that can and should be studied and understood (Watson, 2000) .
If transient error indeed has a nonnegligible impact on the measurement of individual differences (i.e., it reduces the reliability of such measures), this impact needs to be estimated, and relationships among constructs need to be corrected for the downwardly biasing effect of transient error on these relationships. That is, observed relationships should be corrected for unreliability using reliability estimates that take into account transient error. To assess the impact of transient error on the measurement of psychological constructs, one estimates the amount of transient error in the scores of a measure by correlating responses across occasions. As noted, much too often transient error is ignored when estimating reliability of measures (Becker, 2000) .
Specific Factor Error
This type of measurement error arises from the subjects' idiosyncratic response to some aspect of the measurement situation (Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) . At the item level, specific factor errors are produced by respondent-specific interpretation of the wording of questionnaire items. In that sense, specific factor errors correspond to the interaction between respondents and items. Specific factors are not part of the constructs being measured because they do not correlate with scores on other items measuring that construct (i.e., they are item specific); thus they are measurement errors. Specific factor errors tend to cancel each other out across different items, but for a specific item they replicate across occasions. At the scale level, different scales that were created to measure the same construct may also contain specific factor errors. Scale-specific factor error can be controlled only by using multiple scales to measure the same construct, thus defining the construct being measured by what is measured and shared by all scales (Le & Schmidt, 2001; Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) . That is, the construct is defined as the factor that the scales have in common.
Calibrating Measurement Error Processes With
Reliability Coefficients
By definition, reliability is the ratio of true score variance to observed score variance. The basic conceptual difference between methods of computing reliability lies in the ways in which they define and estimate true score variance. Estimates of true score variance based on different methods may include variance components due to measurement errors in addition to those due to the construct of interest. To put it in another way, different methods implicitly assess the extent to which different error processes (i.e., random response, transient, and specific factor) produce variation in test scores that is not relevant to the underlying trait to be measured (i.e., measurement error). The magnitude of an error process is assessed by a reliability estimate only when that error process is allowed to reduce the size of the reliability estimate; the magnitude of the reduction is a measure of the impact of the error process that produced it. It follows that some methods of computing reliability are more appropriate than others because they better model the various error processes. These issues have in fact long been known and discussed by measurement researchers (e.g., Cronbach, 1947; Thorndike, 1951) . Nevertheless, we reexamine the topic here to clearly define the problem and then offer a solution. Specifically, we discuss below how popular estimates of reliability assess different sources of measurement errors.
Internal Consistency Reliability
This method of computing reliability is probably the one most frequently used in psychological research, and computations of internal consistency are included in all standard statistical analysis programs. Internal consistency reliability assesses specific factor error and random response error. Specific factor errors and random response error are independently distributed across items and tend to cancel each other out when item scores are summated.
The most popular index of internal consistency of a measure is coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) . Cronbach (1951) showed that coefficient alpha is the average of all the split-half reliabilities. A split-half reliability is the correlation between two halves of a scale, adjusted to reflect the reliability of the fulllength scale. As such, coefficient alpha is conceptually equivalent to the correlation between two parallel forms of a scale administered on the same occasion (Cronbach, 1951) . Parallel forms of a scale are different sets of items having identical loadings on the construct to be measured but having different specific factors (further definition and discussion of parallel forms is provided in a subsequent section). When parallel forms of a scale administered on the same occasion are correlated, measurement error variance due to specific factor error and random response error reduces the correlation between the parallel forms. Thus, in practice, internal consistency reliability can be estimated three different ways: (a) by the correlation between parallel forms of a scale; (b) by splitting a scale into halves, computing the correlation between the resulting subscales and correcting this estimate for the reduced number of items with the SpearmanBrown prophecy formula; and (c) by using formulas specific to the measurement situation such as those for Cronbach's alpha (when items are scored on a continuum; Cronbach, 1951) or Kuder-Richardson-20 (when items are scored dichotomously). Because the most direct method for computing internal consistency is to correlate parallel forms of the scale administered on one occasion, this class of reliability coefficient estimates is referred to as the coefficient of equivalence (CE; Anastasi, 1988; Cronbach, 1947) . Feldt and Brennan (1989) provided a formula illustrating the variance components included as true score variance by the CE (Equation 102, p. 135) . The CE assesses the magnitude of measurement error produced by specific factor and random response error but not by transient error processes.
Test-Retest Reliability
Test-retest reliability, as its name implies, is computed by correlating the scores on the same form of a measure across two different occasions. The testretest reliability coefficient is alternatively referred to as the coefficient of stability (CS; Cronbach, 1947) because it estimates the extent to which scores on a specific measure are stable across time (occasions). The CS assesses the magnitude of transient error and random response error, but it does not assess specific factor error, as shown by Feldt and Brennan (1989; Equation 100, p. 135) .
Coefficient of Equivalence and Stability
The coefficient of equivalence assesses specific factor error and random response error but not transient error, whereas the CS assesses transient and random response error but not specific factor error. The only type of reliability coefficient that estimates the magnitude of the measurement error produced by all three error processes is the coefficient of equivalence and stability (CES; Cronbach, 1947) . The CES is computed by correlating two parallel forms of a measure, each administered on a different occasion. The use of parallel forms administered on one occasion assesses only specific factor error and random response error, and the administration of the same measure across two different occasions assesses only transient error and random response error. Hence, the CES is the ideal reliability estimate because its magnitude is appropriately reduced by all three sources of measurement error. Supporting this argument, Feldt and Brennan (1989) provided a formula for the CES, showing that its estimated true score variance includes only variance due to the construct of interest (Equation 101, p. 135). The other types of reliability coefficients selectively take into account only some sources of measurement error, and thus they overestimate the reliability of the scale.
Computing the Coefficient of Equivalence and Stability
As already noted, to compute the CES of a measure for a specific sample, two parallel forms of the measure, each administered on a different occasion, are required. The correlation of the scores on these parallel forms is reduced by all three main sources of measurement error, and it equals the CES. However, in many cases, parallel forms of the same measure may not be available. For such cases, we present here an alternative method for estimating the CES of a scale from the CES of its half scales that were obtained either from (a) administering the scale on two distinct occasions and then splitting it post hoc to form parallel half scales or (b) splitting the scale into parallel halves then administering each half on each separate occasion. The former approach (i.e., post hoc division) provides us with multiple estimates of the CE and CES coefficients of the half scales, which we can average to reduce the effect of sampling error, thereby obtaining more accurate estimates of the coefficients of interest. However, administering the same scale on two occasions with a short interval can result in measurement reactivity (i.e., subjects' memory of item content could affect their responses on the second occasion; Stanley, 1971; Thorndike, 1951) . This problem is especially likely for measures of cognitive constructs. In such a situation, it may be advisable to adopt the latter approach: The scale should be split into halves first, with each half administered on only one occasion.
After estimating the half-scale CES, one needs to compute the CES for the full scale. Using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to adjust for the increased (double) number of items for the full scale appears to be the most direct approach. However, Feldt and Brennan (1989) have cautioned that the Spearman-Brown formula does not apply when there are multiple sources of measurement error involved (Feldt & Brennan, 1989, p. 134) , which is the case here. We demonstrate below that use of the Spearman-Brown formula is not accurate in this case.
Our derivations assume that all the statistics are obtained from a very large sample, so there is no sampling error; in other words, they are population parameters. We further assume that there exist parallel forms for the scale in question, and these forms can be further split into parallel subscales. Parallel forms are defined under classical measurement theory to be scales that (a) have the same true score and (b) have the same measurement error variance (Traub, 1994) . It can be readily inferred from this definition that parallel forms have the same standard deviation and reliability coefficient (ratio of true score variance to observed score variance). Parallel forms thus defined are strictly parallel, as contrasted to randomly parallel SCHMIDT, LE, AND ILIES forms, which are scales having the same number of items randomly sampled from a hypothetical infinite item domain of the construct in question (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Stanley, 1971) . Randomly parallel forms may have different true score and observed score variances due to sampling error resulting from the sampling of items.
Let A and B be two parallel forms of a scale that were both administered at two times: Time 1 and Time 2. 1A symbolizes Form A administered at Time 1; 2A symbolizes Form A administered at Time 2; 1B symbolizes Form B administered at Time 1; and 2B symbolizes Form B administered at Time 2. With this notation, the CES can be written as
If we split A to create two parallel half scales, a 1 and a 2 , and split B to create two parallel half scales, b 1 and b 2 , we then have four parallel half scales, a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 , and
From Equations 4, 5, and 6, with prefixes 1 and 2 denoting the time when a half scale is administered, we have CES ‫ס‬ (1a 1 + 1a 2 , 2b 1 + 2b 2 ) ‫ס‬ (2a 1 + 2a 2 , 1b 1 + 1b 2 ).
Because a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 are parallel scales, their standard deviations are the same. Further, the standard deviation should be invariant across Times 1 and 2. Symbolizing this value, , we have
Further, let the CE of the half scales be symbolized as ce; this coefficient can be written as
Let the CES of the half scales be symbolized as ces; by definition this coefficient is the correlation between any different half scales across times:
From Equation 7 above and the definition of the correlation coefficient, we have
Using Equations 8 and 10 above, we can rewrite the numerator of the right side of Equation 11 as follows:
Using Equations 8 and 9 above, we can rewrite the denominator of the right side of Equation 11 as
Finally, from Equations 12 and 13, we have CES ‫ס‬ 2 ces/(1 + ce).
Equation 14 gives a simple formula for computing the CES of a full scale that was split into halves from the CES of the half scales. It can be inferred from above derivations that this equation yields the exact value of CES when (a) all statistics are obtained from very large sample size, and (b) strictly parallel half scales can be formed by appropriately splitting the full scale. To the extent that those assumptions do not hold in practice (i.e., there is a limited sample size and departures from strict parallelism of half scales), the estimate of CES is affected by sampling error in both subjects and items (Feldt, 1965; Lord, 1955) . Nevertheless, the formula presented here provides a convenient way to obtain an unbiased and asymptotically accurate estimate of CES for any measure with real samples (i.e., sample sizes are limited) and in the absence of perfectly parallel forms. When half scales are formed by post hoc splitting of a full scale as described above, sampling error can be reduced by averaging statistics of subscales to obtain more accurate estimates of population values. If the scales are split in random halves (instead of strictly parallel halves), the resulting reliability coefficient estimates the random CES (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) .
We note here that the use of the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula is not appropriate to adjust the CES for the length of the full scale (though it would be appropriate to adjust the CE). If the Spearman-Brown formula were erroneously applied here to estimate CES from ces, the erroneous estimate of the adjusted CES would be CES ‫ס‬ 2 ces/(1 + ces).
Comparing Equations 14 and 15 reveals that adjusting CES with the Spearman-Brown formula results in overestimation of the full-scale CES (because ces is always smaller than ce).
Extending the Formula for Estimating the CES Equation 14 provides a formula for computing the CES of a full-scale from the CE and CES of its half scales. To derive the equation, we have assumed that (a) a scale can be split into parallel half scales, and (b) the psychometric properties of the half scales (standard deviations and ce) remain unchanged across occasions. Arguably, these assumptions are not strong and are likely to be met in practice. Nevertheless, as an anonymous reviewer pointed out, the assumptions can be further relaxed. When measurement reactivity is not a problem and thus the same scale can be administered at both times (i.e. the post hoc splitting approach mentioned earlier is adopted), the following equation can be used to estimate the CES of the scale:
where Cov(1a 1 ,2a 2 ) is the covariance between the half-scale a 1 administered at Time 1 (1a 1 ) and the half-scale a 2 administered at Time 2 (2a 2 ); Cov(2a 1 , 1a 2 ) is the covariance between the half-scale a 1 administered at Time 2 (2a 1 ) and the half-scale a 2 administered at Time 1 (1a 2 ); Var(1A) is the variance of the Full-Scale A administered at Time 1; and Var (2A) is the variance of the Full-Scale A administered at Time 2. Equation 16 assumes only that Scale A can be divided into two parallel forms, a 1 and a 2 . In practice, however, there are scales with an odd number of items; hence it is not possible to divide them into parallel half scales. The assumption underlying Equation 16 can then be further relaxed to cover this situation. A scale can now be simply divided into two subscales, and then the following equation can be used to estimate the CES of the full scale from information on the subscales:
where Cov(1a 1 , 2a 2 ) is the covariance between the subscale a 1 administered at Time 1 (1a 1 ) and the subscale a 2 administered at Time 2 (2a 2 ); Cov(2a 1 , 1a 2 ) is the covariance between the subscale a 1 administered at Time 2 (2a 1 ) and the subscale a 2 administered at Time 1 (1a 2 ); Var(1A) is the variance of the FullScale A administered at Time 1; Var(2A) is the variance of the Full-Scale A administered at Time 2; p 1 is the ratio of number of items in the subscale a 1 to that in the full scale; p 2 is the ratio of number of items in the subscale a 2 to that in the full scale. Equations 16 and 17a can be applied only when the same scale is used at both times (the post hoc splitting approach). In situations where it is impossible to apply this approach because of time constraint or concern about measurement reactivity, a modification can be introduced into Equation 17a to enable estimating the CES for scales with an odd number of items:
where Cov(1a 1 ,2a 2 ) is the covariance between the subscale a 1 administered at Time 1 (1a 1 ) and the subscale a 2 administered at Time 2 (2a 2 ); p 1 , p 2 are the proportions of total items in the subscales a 1 and a 2 ; and Vâr(1A) and Vâr(2A) are the estimated variances of the Full-Scale A. As seen from above, we need to estimate the variances of the Full-Scale A when it is administered at Times 1 and 2 (which are not directly available because only one subscale is administered at each time in this situation). These values can be obtained from the following equations (Appendix A provides derivations of these equations): As shown above, the only type of reliability that takes into consideration all the main sources of measurement error is the CES. The most widely used reliability coefficient, Cronbach's alpha, does not take into account transient error. Thus, Cronbach's alpha (i.e., CE) is a potential overestimate of the reliability of a measure (if transient error processes indeed impact the measured scores). By computing the CES with the method detailed in the preceding section we can estimate the extent to which CE overestimates reliability: subtracting CES from CE yields the proportion of observed variance produced by transient error processes (Feldt & Brennan, 1989; Le & Schmidt, 2001 ). This approach was previously adopted by Becker (2000) to estimate the effect of transient error.
For constructs that exhibit trait-like characteristics, the processes that produce temporal variations in the measurements of a specific construct should be treated as measurement error processes, but for statelike constructs, temporal variations of the measurements cannot be treated as measurement error. Extending the trait-state dichotomy along a continuum, it follows that, except for constructs that can be placed at the ends of this continuum (such as intelligence, which can be placed at the trait end, or emotions, which are at the state end), the trait versus state distinction depends-at least for the purpose of defining transient error-on the specific (theoretical) definition of the construct that is measured. For example the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) Watson and Clark, 1994) , thus scores of momentary affect ratings (i.e., mood states) can be considered indicators of traitlevel affectivity if such measures are averaged across multiple occasions. The larger the number of occasions that are averaged over, the more closely the average approaches a trait measure.
A particularly illustrative example of how the same measures can be used to construct scores whose position on the trait-state continuum varies from state to trait was presented by Watson (2000) . He presented test-retest correlations for scores that were constructed by aggregating daily mood measures across a number of days increasing from 1 to 14. The testretest correlation for the composite scores increased monotonically with the number of days entering the composite, from .44 to .85 for Positive Affect and from .37 to .77 for Negative Affect (Watson, 2000; p. 147, Table 5.1.) . That is, the more closely the measure approximated a trait measure, the more stable it became.
Transient measurement error processes were expected to affect the measurement of all constructs included in this study, but the impact on the measurement of the different traits may not be equal. Conley (1984) estimated the "annual stabilities" (i.e., average 1-year test-retest correlation between measures, cor-rected for measurement error using coefficient alpha) of measures of intelligence, personality, and selfopinion (i.e., self-esteem) to be .99, .98, and .94, respectively. Those findings may actually reflect differences in (a) stabilities of the constructs (as argued by Conley), (b) the susceptibilities of their measures to transient error, or (c) both. Schmidt and Hunter (1996, 1999) , on the basis of initial empirical evidence, hypothesized that transient error is lower in the cognitive domain than in the noncognitive domain. In accordance with Schmidt and Hunter's hypothesis (1996, 1999) we expected transient error to be the smallest in the cognitive domain. Within the personality domain, we expected transient error to influence affectivity traits to a larger extent than broad personality traits. This expectation is suggested by the relatively lower test-retest correlations often observed in measures of affectivity traits when compared with those of other dispositional measures (Judge & Bretz, 1993) . Even when compared with the Big Five traits to which they are frequently related (i.e., Extraversion and Neuroticism, respectively; e.g., Brief, 1998; Watson, 2000) , positive affectivity and negative affectivity display relatively smaller stability coefficients over moderate time periods (2.5-3 years; Vaidya, Gray, Haig, & Watson, 2001 ). Vaidya et al. (2001) found average test-retest correlation for positive affectivity and negative affectivity to be .54, whereas the average test-retest correlation for Extraversion and Neuroticism was .63. However, as mentioned above, with such a relatively long interval, the lower test-retest correlations could be due to the lower stability of the constructs, or larger transient error, or both. It is not clear from the current research evidence which source (instability of the constructs or transient error) is responsible for the low test-retest correlations often observed. Our study attempts to disentangle effects of these sources by examining only the effect of transient error. We accomplished this by using a short testretest interval (one week), during which we can be fairly certain that the constructs in question are stable.
From a theoretical perspective, people may not be able to entirely separate self-assessments of trait affectivity from current affective states (Schmidt, 1999) . That is, mood states may, to some extent, influence self-ratings of trait affectivity. This influence will translate into increased levels of transient error in the measurement of trait-level affectivity. We expect the impact of mood states on the self-reports of trait affectivity to be the largest for the PANAS measures because these scales use mood descriptors to assess affectivity; consequently, the amount of transient error should be largest for the PANAS measures among those examined in the study.
Method

Procedure
To investigate these hypotheses, we conducted a study at a midwestern university. Two hundred thirtyfive students enrolled in an introductory management course participated in the study. Participation was voluntary and was rewarded with course credits. A total of 123 women (52%) and 112 men (48%) were in the initial sample. The average age of the participants was 21.5 years. All participants were requested to complete two laboratory sessions separated by an interval of approximately 1 week. A total of 18 sessions, each having about 20 participants, was arranged. The sessions spanned 3 weeks. Measures were organized into two distinct questionnaires. Each questionnaire included one of a pair of parallel forms of measures for each construct studied (described below) in this project. In each session, participants were given one questionnaire to answer. Each participant received different questionnaires in his or her two different sessions. Sixty-eight of the initial participants failed to attend the second session, so the final sample consists of 167 participants (83 men and 84 women; average age ‫ס‬ 21.3 years). There was no difference between the participants who dropped out and those in the final sample in terms of age and gender. Because it is possible that the dropout participants were different from those in the final sample in some other characteristics that could influence the results (e.g., those who dropped out were lower in conscientiousness, which could have resulted in some range restriction in this variable in the final sample), we carried out further analyses to examine the potential bias due to sample attrition. Mean scores of the participants who did not complete the study were compared with those in the final sample on all the available measures. No statistically significant differences were found.
Measures
As mentioned above, we measured constructs from the cognitive domain, the broad personality domain, and the affective traits domain. More specifically, we measured general mental ability (GMA), the Big Five personality traits, self-esteem, self-efficacy, positive affectivity, and negative affectivity. Table 1 presents the measures used in the study. As shown therein, we used the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic Personnel Test Inc., 1998) to measure GMA. This test is popular among employers as a valid personnel selection tool. It has also been used in research to operationalize the GMA construct (e.g., Barrick, Stewart, Neubert, & Mount, 1998; Hansen, 1989; Mackaman, 1982) . Available empirical evidence showed that the test is highly correlated with many other popular tests of GMA, such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (Wechsler, 1981;  .75-.96), OtisLennon (Otis & Lennon, 1979; .87-.99) , and the General Aptitude Test Battery (U.S. Department of Labor, 1970; .74, Wonderlic Personnel Test, 1998) .
For the Big Five personality constructs, we used two inventories: The Personal Characteristics Inventory (PCI; Barrick & Mount, 1995) and the International Personality Inventory Pool Big Five scale (IPIP; Goldberg, 1997) . The respective manuals of these scales show that they are highly correlated with other measures of Big Five personality constructs popularly used in research and practice, that is, the Neuroticism-Extraversion-Openness Personality Inventory-Revised (NEO-PI-R; Costa & McCrae, 1985) , Hogan Personality Inventory (Hogan, 1986) , and Goldberg's markers (Goldberg, 1992) . There have also been empirical studies using these scales in the literature (e.g., Barrick, Mount, & Strauss, 1994; Barrick et al., 1998; Heaven & Bucci, 2001) .
Two scales were used for the self-esteem construct: the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) and the Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich & Stapp, 1974) . According to a recent review (Blascovich & Tomaka, 1991) , these scales are among the most popularly used measures of self-esteem in the literature. Because generalized self-efficacy is a relatively new construct, there are not many scales available. We chose to use the scale developed by Sherer et al. (1982) , which appears to be one of the most widely used measures of this construct.
The PANAS (Watson et al., 1988) is probably the most popular measure of affective traits (Price, 1997) , so we used it in our study. To obtain additional estimates of transient error for the affective constructs, we included two other measures of trait affectivity: Diener and Emmons's (1984) Affect-Adjective Scale and the Multidimensional Personality Index (Watson & Tellegen, 1985) .
As shown in Table 1 , only two of the measures used have parallel forms available: Wonderlic Personnel Test (Wonderlic Personnel Test, 1998) for the construct of GMA, and Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich & Stapp, 1974) for the construct of self-esteem. In the case of the other measures, we split them into halves to form parallel half scales. Efforts were made to create half scales as strictly parallel as possible (cf. Becker, 2000; Clause, Mullins, Nee, Pulakos, & Schmitt, 1998; Cronbach, 1943) : Items in the measures were allocated into the halves on the basis of (a) item content, (b) their loadings on respective factors (from previous empirical studies providing this information), and (c) other relevant statistics (i.e., standard deviations, intercorrelations with other items) when available. For each measure of this type, a different half scale was included in each questionnaire to be administered on that occasion. Because of time constraints and concerns about measurement reactivity, we did not include full scales for those measures each time and apply post hoc division of scales, as discussed in the earlier section.
Analyses
Two types of reliability coefficients were computed: the CE was computed with Cronbach's (1951) formula, and the CES was computed using the method (ce) were estimated by averaging coefficient alphas of the parallel half scales of the same measures; their half-scale coefficients of equivalence and stability (ces) were the correlations between the parallel half scales of the same measures administered on two different occasions. The Spearman-Brown formula was then used to estimate the CE of the full scales from those of the half-scales (ce). The CES of the full scales was estimated from those of the half-scales (ces) by use of Equation 14 derived in the previous section.
Next we estimated the ratio of transient error variance to observed score variance for measures of each construct by subtracting the CES from CE; this ratio or proportion is hereafter referred to as TEV. When available, TEV for measures of the same construct were averaged to obtain the best estimate of the effect of transient error on measures of that construct. Finally, we examined the effect of transient error on measures of different constructs by comparing proportions of TEV across measures and constructs.
As discussed earlier, when sample size is limited and half scales are likely to be randomly parallel instead of strictly parallel, the values of CES estimated by Equation 14 could be affected by sampling error in both subjects and items. It is therefore important to have information about the distribution of the CES estimates, as well as those of TEV and CE. Unfortunately, the nonlinearity of Equation 14 and the complexity of the sampling distributions of its components (e.g., ce is estimated by averaging two coefficient alphas of the half scales) renders analytical derivation of the formula for estimating the standard error of the CES difficult. Here the Monte Carlo simulation technique can provide a tool for empirically examining the distributions of interest (cf. Mooney, 1997) . We simulated data based on the results (i.e., estimates of CE, CES, and TEV) obtained from the previous analysis. One thousand data sets were generated for each measure included in the study under the same conditions (see Appendix B for further details of the simulation procedure). For each data set, the same analysis procedure described in the previous section was carried out to estimate the CE, CES, and TEV. Standard deviations of the distributions of these estimates provide the standard errors of interest. Table 2 shows the results of the study. The standard deviations given are for full-length scales. Where the observed data were for half-length scales, the standard deviations were computed using the methods presented in Appendix A. The next two columns present the CE and CES values, with the following column being the estimate of the TEV. The last column indicates the percentage by which the CE (coefficient alpha) overestimates the actual reliability. Overall, estimates of the CES are smaller than the estimates of the CE (coefficient alpha), indicating that transient error exists in scores obtained with the measures used in this study. For GMA, the CE overestimated the reliability of the measure by 6.70%; for the Big Five personality measures, the extent of the overestimation varied between 0 and 14.90% across the ten measures (two measures of each of the Big Five constructs). From the measures of the Big Five traits, Neuroticism measures contained the largest amount of transient error (TEV ‫ס‬ .09 across the two measures), which is consistent with the affective nature of this trait (Watson, 2000) . The estimated value of TEV is negative for measures of Openness to Experience and for the PCI measure of Extraversion. Because proportion of variance cannot be negative by definition, negative values must be attributed to sampling error, so we considered the TEV of these measures to be zero. Hunter and Schmidt (1990) provided a detailed discussion of the problem of negative variance estimates, a common phenomenon in meta-analysis due to second-order sampling error. Negative variance estimates also occur in analysis of variance. When a variance is estimated as the difference between two other variance estimates, the obtained value can be negative because of sampling error in the two estimates. For example, if the population value of the variance in question is zero, the probability that it is estimated to be negative will be about 50% (because about half of its sampling distribution is less than zero). The practice of considering negative variance estimates as due to sampling error and treating them as zero is also the rule in generalizability theory research (e.g., Cronbach et al., 1972; Shavelson, Webb, & Rowley, 1989) .
Results
For the generalized self-efficacy construct, the CE of the Sherer et al. (1982) measure of generalized (Barrick & Mount, 1995) ; IPIP ‫ס‬ International Personality Inventory Pool (Goldberg, 1997) ; GSE ‫ס‬ Sherer's Generalized Self-Efficacy Scale (Sherer et al., 1982) ; TSBI ‫ס‬ Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich & Stapp, 1974) ; Rosenberg ‫ס‬ Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965); PANAS ‫ס‬ Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) ; MPI ‫ס‬ Multidimensional Personality Index (Watson & Tellegen, 1985) ; DE ‫ס‬ Diener and Emmons's (1984) Affect-Adjective Scale. a Full-scale standard deviation. Percentage that CES is overestimated by CE. The estimated ratio of transient error variance to observed score variance is negative for these measures. Because variance proportion cannot be negative, zero is the appropriate estimate of its population value.
self-efficacy overestimated reliability by 6.00%. The overestimation was 6.30% for both measures of selfesteem.
Against our expectation, measures of GMA and broad personality traits appear to have comparable TEV (.05 for GMA and an average of .04 across 7 broad personality traits; Table 2 ). Hence, the comparison of the amount of transient error in measures of GMA with the amounts of transient error present in measures of broad personality constructs does not support Schmidt and Hunter's (1996, 1999) hypothesis that transitory error phenomena affect measures of ability to a lesser extent than measures of broad personality factors. 4 The findings indicate that the proportion of transient error component is quite large for measures of affectivity, averaging (across the three affectivity inventories) .13 for positive affectivity and .11 for negative affectivity. These results show that the CE overestimates the reliability of PA and NA, on average, by about 18% and 15%, respectively. Consistent with our prediction, the proportion of transient error in measures of PA is largest for the PANAS measure (.19). However, among measures of NA, the PANAS contained the smallest TEV (.05), contrary to our expectation. Table 3 shows the standard errors of the CE, CES, and TEV. These values were obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation, except for those of averaged estimates, that is, the averaged CE, CES, or TEV for constructs that have more than one measure. Standard errors of these averaged estimates were calculated by the usual formula for averaged statistics.
5 As can be seen therein, the standard errors for CE estimates (ranging from .008 for IPIP Conscientiousness to .023 for PCI Openness) are consistently smaller than those of the CES and TEV. Standard errors of the CES (ranging from .022 to .065) in turn are slightly but consistently larger than those of TEV (from .019 to .062). In general, scales with larger numbers of items have smaller standard errors. This finding is expected, as the estimates were affected by sampling errors in both subjects and items. Of special interest are the standard errors of the TEV estimates. These values are small, but because the TEV estimates are also small, the standard errors are somewhat large relative to the TEV estimates. Obviously, this is due to the modest sample size of the study. Nevertheless, the fact that the 90% confidence intervals of the majority of the TEV estimates (12 cases out of 20 measures included in the study) do not cover the zero point indicates the existence of transient error in those measures.
Discussion and Conclusion
This study replicates and expands the findings presented by Becker (2000) . The primary implication of these findings is that the nearly universal use of the CE as the reliability estimate for measures of important and widely used psychological constructs, such as those studied in this project, leads to overestimates of scale reliability. As shown in this article, the overestimation of reliability occurs because the CE does not capture transient error. As Becker noted, few empirical investigations of the effect of transient errors go beyond computer simulations. The present study contributes to the literature on measurement by calibrating empirically the effect of transient error on the measurement of important constructs from the individual differences area and by formulating a simple method of computing the CES-the reliability coefficient that takes into account random response, transient, and specific factor error processes.
With the exception of the personality trait of Open 4 This general conclusion remained essentially unchanged even after adjusting for the fact that, as might be expected, our student sample was less heterogeneous on Wonderlic scores than the general population (SDs ‫ס‬ 5.36 and 7.50, respectively, where the 7.50 is from the Wonderlic Test Manual). We adjusted both the CE and CES using the following formula:
where u x ‫ס‬ sample SD/population SD, r xx B ‫ס‬ sample reliability (from Table 2 ), and r xx A ‫ס‬ reliability in the general (more heterogenous population; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) . This adjustment reduced the TEV estimate for the Wonderlic from .05 to .03. This is still not appreciably different from the average figure of .04 for the personality measures. It is to be expected that college students will be somewhat range restricted on GMA. As is usually the case, no such differences in variability were found for the noncognitive measures. 5 The following formula was used to calculate the standard errors of averaged estimates (CE, CES, or TEV):
where SE m is the standard error of the averaged estimates; SE i is the standard error of an estimate; and k is the number of estimates. (Barrick & Mount, 1995) ; IPIP ‫ס‬ International Personality Inventory Pool (Goldberg, 1997) ; GSE ‫ס‬ Sherer's Generalized Self-Efficacy Scale (Sherer et al., 1982) ; TSBI ‫ס‬ Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich & Stapp, 1974) ; Rosenberg ‫ס‬ Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965); PANAS ‫ס‬ Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) ; MPI ‫ס‬ Multidimensional Personality Index (Watson & Tellegen, 1985) Results showed that the proportion of transient error in measures of GMA is comparable to the transient error proportion in measures of broad personality traits, which was inconsistent with our expectation, on the basis of Schmidt and Hunter's (1996) speculation that transient error is smaller in magnitude in the cognitive domain (as compared with the noncognitive domain). These findings, however, are consistent with the arguments presented by Conley (1984) . It may be the case that, in the long term, personality indeed changes more than intelligence does, thus causing decreased levels of test-retest stability over long periods for personality constructs, whereas in the short term, transient error affects cognitive and noncognitive measures similarly. Future research might examine this hypothesis.
SCHMIDT, LE, AND ILIES
As expected, in the affectivity domain the overestimation of scale reliability was substantial and the largest among the construct domains sampled in this study. For positive affectivity, we found that the CE overestimates the reliability of the measures examined in the study by about 18%. For the PANAS, the most popular measure of affectivity, the overestimate is higher, at about 30%. For negative affectivity the amount of TEV was also substantial, leading to an overestimation of the reliability of NA scores by about 15%. The extent of bias resulting from using the CE as the reliability estimate for measures of GMA and broad personality factors is relatively smaller, but it can be potentially consequential. Our estimate of the proportion of TEV in the measures of self-esteem (.05 across the two measures; Table 2 ) is very similar in magnitude to the .04 estimate obtained by Becker (2000) .
As noted earlier, we tried to analyze widely used measures for the constructs of cognitive ability, personality, and affectivity in the study. Nevertheless, it is obviously impossible for us to include all the popular measures of the constructs used by researchers in the literature. To confidently generalize the findings, researchers need more studies that are similar to this one but that use different measures of the constructs and those of different important constructs in psychology and social science.
Just as with other statistical estimates, the estimates of TEV obtained here are susceptible to sampling error. As discussed earlier, sampling fluctuation obviously accounts for the negative estimates of transient error for the measures of Openness to Experience.
Results of our simulation showed that standard errors for the estimates were relatively large, as expected from the modest sample size of the current study. Consequently, specific figures obtained here should be interpreted cautiously, pending future replications. The problem of sampling error can be adequately addressed only by application of meta-analysis when sufficient studies become available (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990) . Accordingly, we encourage further studies examining the effects of transient error.
Recent research (e.g., Becker, 2000; Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) suggested transient error has a potentially large impact on the measurement of psychological constructs. This potential impact should be taken into account when estimating the reliability of measures and when correcting observed relationship for biases introduced by measurement error (DeShon, 1998; Schmidt & Hunter, 1999) . Our study provides some initial empirical estimates of the magnitude of the problem for measures of widely used constructs. The finding that transient error indeed has nontrivial effects calls for more comprehensive treatment of measurement errors in empirical research. One obvious step toward minimizing transient error in the measures used in research is to repeatedly administer measures to the same group of subjects with appropriate time intervals and then average (or sum) the scores across all the testing occasions. TEV in the scores thus obtained will be reduced in proportion to the number of testing occasions (Feldt & Brennan, 1989) . However, a large number of testing occasions may be needed to virtually eradicate the effect of transient error, and the majority of research projects probably do not have the resources to do this. We therefore need a more general approach to correction for the biasing effects of measurement errors in general and that of transient error in particular. Studies like this one specifically designed to estimate the CES of measures of important psychological constructs can pro-6 Our estimates of TEV (and those of Becker, 2000) are actually slight underestimates. Strictly speaking, coefficient alpha estimates the random CE rather than the strict parallelism CE (Cronbach, 1951; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994) . Hence coefficient alpha can be expected to be slightly smaller than the strictly parallel CE, and therefore the quantity alpha-CES slightly underestimates TEV. This difference, however, is small and is reduced somewhat by the fact that the measures used in computing the CES may have fallen somewhat short of strict parallelism.
vide the needed reliability estimates to be subsequently used to correct for measurement error in observed correlations between measures.
7 The cumulative development of such a "database" for the CES estimates of measures of widely used psychological constructs can thus enable substantive researchers to obtain unbiased estimates of construct-level relationships among their variables of interest and to minimize the research resources needed. Rothstein (1990) presented a precedent for this general approach: She provided large-sample meta-analytically derived figures for interrater reliability of supervisory ratings of overall job performance that have subsequently been used to make corrections for measurement error in ratings in many published studies. A similar CES database could serve this same purpose for widely used measures of individual differences constructs. 
Taking the square root of both sides of Equation A9 yields the formula used to compute the standard deviation of a scale having k 2 items from the standard deviation and coefficient alpha of its subscales having k 1 items:
As can be seen from the derivations above, this formula can be used to compute the standard deviation of one scale from the standard deviation and coefficient alpha of any other scale if the two scales sample items from the same item domain.
In practice, the values of A1 and ␣ 1 are estimated and therefore subject to sampling error. Consequently, the estimate of A2 is also subject to sampling error. Using the circumflex to denote all the values are estimated, we can rewrite Equation A10 as follows:
To reduce the impact of sampling error, we should average the values of the subscales. Equation A10Ј was used in our study to estimate the standard deviations of the full scales of PCI Extraversion, PCI Openness, Sherer's GSE, and MPI Positive Affectivity and Negative Affectivity.
If we call p 1 the ratio of number of items in the subscale A 1 to that of the full scale A 2 (i.e., p 1 ‫ס‬ k 1 /k 2 ), Equation A9 above can be alternatively written as follows: 
where x pij is the observed score of subject p on item i on occasion j, t pi is the true score of subject p on item i, s pi is the specific factor error of item i (interaction between subject p and item i), o pj is the transient error on occasion j (interaction between subject p and occasion j), and e pij is the random response error of subject p on item i on occasion j. The components on the right side of Equation B1 can be determined on the basis information (reliability coefficients) of the scale that includes the item i. Specifically, let us consider a subject's score on a scale X that has k items. It is the sum of his or her scores across k items. From Equation B1 above, we have
Variance (across subjects) of scale X is then 
and random response error variance (REV) = kVar(e).
Standardizing X (i.e., letting Var(X) ‫ס‬ 1), we have
and SEV + REV = 1 − CE,
where CES is the coefficient of equivalence and stability of scale X and CE is the coefficient of equivalence of scale X. From Equation B5 to Equation B11, the variance components for an item can be determined by the reliability coefficients (CE and CES) of the scale it is included in:
and Var͑e͒ = (1 − CE − SEV)րk.
The value of SEV in Equation B14 above can be any positive number that is smaller than 1 − CE (we tested different values of SEV within that range and obtained virtually the same results). The reliability coefficients (CE and CES) and number of scale items (k) can be obtained for each measure included in the study ( 
where z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , and z 4 were randomly drawn from four independent standard normal distributions. In total, scores for p subjects ( p ‫ס‬ 167), on k items (k ‫ס‬ number of items of the scale examined), on two occasions were simulated. For a subject, the same values of z 1 and z 3 were used across items, and the same value of z 2 (on each item) was used across occasions. Two parallel half scales were then created based on the simulated data. Relevant statistics (coefficient alphas and correlation between the half scales) were then computed. The program used these data to calculate CE, CES, and TEV for each scale included in the study following the method described in the text. One thousand data sets were simulated and standard deviations of the distributions of estimated CE, CES, and TEV were recorded. These are the standard errors of interest.
A computer program (in SAS 8.01) was written to implement the simulation procedures described above. The program is available from Frank L. Schmidt upon request.
